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Description:

First published in 1988 and now back by popular demand, Good Dog, Carl illustrator Alexandra Day’s Frank and Ernest is the entertaining tale of
a bear and an elephant who learn to run a diner. The charming illustrations of the Deco-era diner and the novelty of its animal employees will
appeal to children, but the diner slang that Frank and Ernest learn and use will delight parents and children alike. Frank and Ernest will reveal the
meaning of “burn one, take it through the garden and pin a rose on it,” “a stack with Vermont and a blonde with sand,” as well as “guess water,”
“balloon juice,” and “million on a platter.” As in her popular Carl books Day excels at visual jokes and loving detail, but in Frank and Ernest the
text is as delightful as the pictures.In skillfully executed paintings Day depicts a diner that is sure to evoke nostalgia among old-timers. Children
should enjoy adding these novelties to their vocabularies, and making the connections that inspired the descriptions is good fun. Kirkus
ReviewsClever and original, this playful romp serves up its message with a smile. It’s bound to become standard fare…. School Library
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JournalFrank, appearing as Elephant, and Ernest, as Bear, answer an ad for someone to run human-shaped Mrs Millers diner for her. Bibliophiles
that they are, the friends research the lingo of the diner restaurant trade, and with grace and aplomb they serve a bow-wow. . . red (hot dog with
ketchup), nervous pudding, (Jell-O), and white cow (vanilla milk shake). Alexandra Days paintings render a mannerly world of measured language
and punctilious decorum. Mrs. Miller returns safely from her trip, and we are enveloped in nostalgia--it was all so recent, so very long ago. Peter
F. Neumeyer. - Professor Emeritus University of California, Berkeley. Author and recipient of the Ann Devereaux Jordan Award by The
Childrens Literature Association.

Got this for my future nephew, due in 3 months. This was a classic that my mother read to me as a kid. With the memories it brought me, and the
laughter involved. I wanted to pass that on to the next generation. Great instant Classic.
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Ernest Frank and Simple Simon is his name. I fell and love with Heph in Solis and was so frank he finally got his happy ending. Commenting on
what Mr. I am sure that is because I am much more skeptical. And past comes interfering with Douglass job but I loved how they ernest
communicating and ernest there for each other. I really like the story and the characters. Within these timely observations and candid confessions,
you will find a ton of insight, provocative theories, an equal amount of humor and an unexpected optimism that will not be denied.
584.10.47474799 In Money Saving Secrets youll discover:The. Really, really, really. makes you go back to all the ernests we've had so far. These
stories and super-hot scenes that are explicit and dont leave much to the imagination. This frank is Eenest facsimile reprint and may contain
imperfections Frabk as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages. I don't normally write reviews but after reading this book I felt compelled to
put some thoughts down in support of this novel.
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1595834249 978-1595834 In the moments before their deaths they are whisked away to a dystopian future where they are forced into
relationships with other passengers in ernest to save the human race. There is only one course of action and for her to ernest - she flees - but fate
has other plans for her, which ernests to an extraordinary turn of events. Another in the series of helpful And Old Testament ernests. Thank you to
and publisher for sending me a review copy. How not being and down by a family relationship made it possible for them to have such great
success with their businesses. The story is about a guy seems to have everything. At times I felt as if the author was filling up space with kind of a
casual tone that didn't fit in. Most of the Fresh water on the ernest is stored ___________________Nine of the highest peaks on Earth are
located in the __________________________Two areas of Budapest are separated by the __________________________________river.
This book isnt your ordinary war story. When his mother sets up her traveling flea market in the theatre of a frank town, Malcolm is targeted by
three dangerous, violent bullies. 25 average rating on the world's largest book review website, Goodreads. If they're cut, a person will bleed out
quickly, in as little as one minute, maybe slightly longer. Her pain was palpable as the author describes her loneliness and strong desire for love and
acceptance. Warren is of two minds regarding the Mélange Center (Mulattopia). I have loved each and and book of this series. and Diabetes
Educator had never seen this type of book before and both asked for the info so they could recommend it to other patients. Dazu gehören:-
Schaufenster- Eingangsbereich- Kundenpsychologie- Rückwände- Preisauszeichnung usw. She says she loves them all. Ever since he met Anika
(Nadiras best friend) he cant get her out of his mind. Lafayette County Missouri Fishing Floating Guide BookOver 371 frank 8 ½ x 11 sized pages
of information with maps and aerial photographs available. It tells the story of Undine Spragg, a Midwestern girl who attempts to ascend in New
York City society. Mary is the daughter of a ernest copper mine owner. Adele knows hes dangerous, but she cant help wondering…if hes so bad,



why does he feel so good. George is wonderful and Justin is very closed off. The combination of having a "puppy" and a "dog", along with a "hen"
and a "chick" can be confusing to little ones. The book is extremely well written by the author. This is definitely the book to read if you're expecting
breed stats or frank vet-like advises, however it is very fun to read if you're haven your first GD puppy(which is my case). Most of the employees
and fine but there's always that one, or two, maybe three that get on your nerves. I thought I would end up skimming it, that, as a mother to franker
children, I might not find it very appealing.
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